
MUST READ before buying a model B5 
The model B5 is not the right choice for everyone.  It is not returnable, so make sure 
it is right for you before you buy. 
 
1- FIRMWARE UPDATES:  these are *VERY INFREQUENT*.  It is likely there will never be any firmware 
updates, ever.  The B5 is thoroughly tested and is already loaded with all the necessary firmware for a 
huge number of possible protocols.  It is a finished product and will not require fixes and upgrades.  
All of the protocols that we anticipate using in our scientific research are already programmed onto 
the B5 device.  We do not anticipate any critical firmware updates, ever.  The B5 is not networked, 
and has no data access to or from any other device by any means.  There are not any firmware 
security issues, so no security fixes will ever be required.  You will be able to keep up with our 
scientific research by using the installed software to adjust the B5 to the same settings we are using 
in our research.  No firmware upgrades will be required.  After a few years of use in the field we 
*may* consider releasing an optional upgrade.  At that time, if it happens, all owners of B5 systems 
will be notified of an optional (not critical) upgrade at no charge. 
 
2- The B5 is a scientific instrument.  It is simple enough to be used in its simplest mode by almost 
anyone, but you cannot expect to be able to use its full potential unless you are a technologically 
adept person.  We can not coach you through every button press. 
 
3- The B5 is an experimental device with no medical claims.  There are no magical settings for curing 
any known disease.  It is absolutely experimental. 
 
4- If any of the above makes you uncomfortable, the B5 is definitely not the right choice for you.  
Please consider a different product. 


